J.P. Morgan Controls Major Newspaper Editorial Policy While Spoofing and Hoarding Silver & Gold

J.P. MORGAN, AGENT FOR THE PILGRIMS SOCIETY, BRITISH GOVERNMENT, EMPIRE PRESS UNION AND ROTHSCILDS, BOUGHT CONTROL OF ALL MAJOR NEWSPAPER EDITORIAL POLICY BY 1914

NEW EVIDENCE VINDICATES PATRIOT CONGRESSMEN WHO WERE RAISING THE RED FLAG OF SEDITION—100 YEARS AGO

J.P. MORGAN WAS A CHIEF ORGANIZER OF THE PILGRIMS SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES (FORMED FEB. 04, 1903) (CONTACTED “… J. PIERPONT MORGAN URGING THE IDEA OF SETTING UP AN AMERICAN SOCIETY IN NEW YORK.”); BECAME PILGRIMS VICE PRESIDENT (1910)

THE SEDITIONISTS THAT J.P. MORGAN SET IN MOTION ARE EVEN NOW ATTEMPTING A COUPS D’ÉTAT IN AMERICA, AS WE SPEAK
Figure 1: Jun. 25, 2020—In the twelve years between the founding of the Pilgrims Society on Jul. 16, 1902 and the start of World War I on Aug. 04, 1914 we are discovering numerous American patriots who were wise to the emerging neo-corporate imperialism emerging from the Pilgrims Society in Britain and America.

Here is what three Representatives from Texas, Pennsylvania and Illinois entered into the Congressional Record in 1917 and 1921 respectively. They Joseph H. Moore (PA 3rd, 1905-1921), Oscar Callaway (TX 12th, 1911-1917) and M. Alfred Michaelson (IL 7th, 1921-1931).
AMERICAN PATRIOT CONGRESSMEN SPEAK TO US ABOUT J.P. MORGAN’S SEDITION AND CONTROL OF FAKE NEWS! 100 YEARS LATER

Rep. Oscar Hallaway (TX 12th, 1911-1917)  
Rep. M. Alfred Michaelson (IL 7th, 1921-1931)

FIGURE 2: AMERICAN HEROES, REPS. MOORE, HALLAWAY AND MICHAELSON CA. 1917-1921.

FEB. 09, 1917: JOSEPH H. MOORE (PA 3RD): “. . . LITTLE BUT RUMORS . . . HEADLINES GALORE . . . STAMPEDING THE COUNTRY INTO AN ACT OF WAR”
FIGURE 3: REP. JOSEPH H. MOORE (PA 3RD). (FEB. 09, 1917). NEWSPAPER PROPAGANDA TRYING TO STAMPEDE THE HOUSE INTO AN ACT OF WAR, GPO-CRECB-2017-PT3-V54-13 (002), P. 2946. CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, GPO.


Figure 5: Anne Pimlott Baker (2003), The Pilgrims of the United States – A Centennial History, Refs. to J.P. Morgan, 184 pgs., pp. 6, 8, 50, 55, 95, 115. Profile Books, London UK.

MAR. 20, 1921: M. ALFRED MICHAELSON (IL 7TH, 1921-1931): H. RES. 95 CALLED FOR CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY INTO PRE-WWI PROPAGANDA AGAINST AMERICAN BY SIR GILBERT PARKER, CHIEF OF AMERICAN PROPAGANDA, BRITISH WAR PROPAGANDA BUREAU:

FIGURE 6: REP. M. ALFRED MICHAELSON (IL 7TH, 1921-1931) (MAY 20, 1921). HOUSE RESOLUTION 95, 67TH CONGRESS, P. 1590, RE. SIR GILBERT PARKER, BRITISH WAR PROPAGANDA BUREAU PRE-WAR ESPIONAGE AND PROPAGANDIZING OF AMERICAN PEOPLE. CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. GPO.

MAR. 26, 1921: M. ALFRED MICHAELSON, (IL 7TH, 1921-1931): COMPLAINT THAT “NO FORMAL INVESTIGATION OF THESE GRAVE CHARGES HAS EVER BEEN UNDERTAKEN BY THE CONGRESS OF
THE UNITED STATES TO DETERMINE THEIR TRUTH

ONE END OF THIS NATION TO THE OTHER” DROVE AMERICA TO A WAR FOR “INHUMAN AVARICE AND GREED”

Mr. HAUGEN. I yield 20 minutes to the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. Michaelson].

Mr. Michaelson. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I desire to use the time allotted to me at this time in discussing House resolution 95, which I introduced May 20, asking for information from the Secretary of State and the Secretary of War relative to the spread of foreign propaganda in the United States prior to the declaration of war by the United States against Germany and asking investigation of charges made in public records and public prints and calling the attention of Congress first to a statement made by former Congressman Callaway February 9, 1917, appearing upon pages 2947 and 2948 of the Congressional Record, in which he made the charge that—

In March, 1915, the J. P. Morgan interests, the steel, shipbuilding, and powder interests, and their subsidiary organizations got together 12 men high up in the newspaper world and employed them to select the most influential newspapers in the United States and a sufficient number of them to control generally the policy of the daily press of the United States.

And yet, Mr. Chairman and Members of this House, Sir Gilbert Parker states to the world under his signature that at the very moment the President of the United States, speaking for the American people, in behalf of the American people, and as the mouthpiece of the American people, was urging them to remain neutral, he—Parker—was spending British gold from one end of this Nation to the other for the purpose of driving this Republic into the quarrels of European monarchies.

If these charges are true, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, and in view of the warfare still going on in Europe at this very hour, then the American lives lost were sacrificed not on the altar of universal democracy and freedom but upon the bloodstained, sacrificial stone of inhuman avarice and greed, and if these charges be true we must come to the conclusion that the American people were duped by an unscrupulous combination of wealth that, through its kept literary harlots, seduced the noble patriotism of the American citizenry in order to enrich themselves. Let us not shrink from facing and demanding the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.
FIGURE 7: REP. M. ALFRED MICHAELSON (IL 7TH, 1921-1931), MAY 26, 1921. SPREAD OF FOREIGN PROPAGANDA IN THE U.S. PRIOR TO WAR WITH GERMANY, RE. HOUSE RESOLUTION 95, 67TH CONGRESS.

REP. MICHAELSON: “KEPT LITERARY HARLOTS”

Rep. Michaelson makes reference to "kept literary harlots" in condemnation of American and British writers and authors who stooped to write war propaganda lies to goad the American public into hatred and support of a war to enrich J.P. Morgan and his corporate interests in America and Britain. For proof of this, see Editor. (Oct. 18, 1914). FAMOUS BRITISH AUTHORS DEFEND ENGLAND’S WAR. The New York Times. Included H.G. Wells, Arthur Conan Doyle, Gilbert Murray, Humphrey Ward, Sir Gilbert Parker and G.K. Chesterton.

These patriot voices have been all but silenced by a “flood the zone” propaganda machine. Even when their information was fresh, deep pocket “Big Interests” behaved very much like today’s paid “astroturfers” (fake grass roots). They drowned out patriot voices with truculent language void of facts or logic. For example, here is The Weekly Review (1921) response to a patriot’s concern cited below:

“That the New Republic should have given any countenance at all to Michaelson's farrago [a confused mixture] of lying nonsense—much less made it the occasion of a solemn reproof to the American people for their unwillingness to face the truth—we confess give us a new measure of the possibilities of our dilettante [uninformed] radicals.” The Weekly Review. (Jul. 16, 1921), Vol. 5, No. 114, p. 49.

To defend J.P. Morgan from Congressman Michaelson's Congressional exposé—50 days later—this Weekly Review propagandist resorted to now familiar propaganda
slurs to avoid having to address facts that exposed J.P. Morgan’s treason: “absurd”

* Farrago means a confused mixture
**Dilettante means a person who picks up a cause without fully understanding it

Rep. Michaelson asked Congress to investigate a widely circulated *Harper’s Magazine (March, 1918)* article by Sir Gilbert Parker. Parker was the director of American propaganda for the British War Propaganda Bureau run from Wellington House. British propaganda was headed by an N.M. Rothschild & Sons partner and Cecil J. Rhodes relative Charles F.G. Masterman.

Masterman had handled the secret organization of the theft of Nikola Tesla’s inventions, establishing Guglielmo Marconi as the front man, then exploitation by the British Marconi Wireless monopoly through the British Post Office (at home) and Admiralty (colonially, including America).

Note that David Sarnoff, founder of RCA and NBC, was a telegraphy operator in New York at the time. He also acted as Marconi’s dalliance pimp when he visited New York.
Figure 8: THE ALLIANCE WHEEL. JOHN BULL: “Now Jonathan, steady, both together, and we’ll control the movement of this old wheel.” Septimus, ed. (Oct. 01, 1919). English Speaking World. See also “A Word About the Pilgrims” on pp. 26-27 in this same volume number.

By Dec. 31, 1921, David Sarnoff had been promoted to general manager of Radio Corporation of America (RCA) that had been formed ca. Oct. 23, 2019 by order of then Under-Secretary of the Navy Franklin Delano Roosevelt. A prominent member of the American Pilgrims Society, Owen D. Young was the founding chairman. Marconi, a British Pilgrim Society member, had arranged for Sarnoff to become a member as well.

So, RCA was a Pilgrims Society-driven communications company from the outset. Their engineering works may have different names now (e.g., NBC, IBM, Westinghouse, AT&T, United Fruit Company, ITT, Deutsche Telecom, Bell Labs, Lucent, Alcatel, Nokia, SERCO, QinetiQ, British Telecom, Orange, Lucent, Sprint, Global Crossing, Verizon), but those organizations remain in the firm grip of the Pilgrims Society—the real organization behind the amorphous “Deep State” moniker.
Rep. Michaelson, citing Rep. Callaway’s Feb. 09, 1917, call for an investigation of J.P. Morgan’s role in driving the U.S. press into a breathless a promotion of war said, “Let us not shrink from facing and demanding the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.”

Rep. Michaelson said: “The charges filed by Congressman Callaway and the statement made by M. Gabriel Hanotaux* would indicate, if true, that there was a definite and widespread conspiracy operating in the United States to plunge the people of the United States into war.”

He called on Congress to investigate so “that future generations may have insight into the operations of governments, money powers, and commercial combines, whose intrigues and corruptions foster and precipitate war.”

* THAT J.P. MORGAN WITH THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT BRIBED THE FRENCH NOT TO MAKE PEACE WITH GERMANY IN THE FIRST FEW MONTHS OF THE 1914 CONFLICT, AS THEY WERE PLANNING TO DO.

Shockingly, M. Gabriel Hanotaux, revealed that the following three Americans “represented to French officials that if France would continue the war that these three men would organize a propaganda to put the United States into the war on the side of the Allies,” “and M. Hanotaux further states that the sum of money which as provided to goad the Unites States into the war was too large even for American comprehension.”

Rep. Michaelson named those three Americans involved with this conspiracy:

2. Myron T. Herrick
3. William G. Sharp

Robert Bacon worked closely U.S. Secretary of State Elihu Root (1905-1909), then succeeded him as U.S. Secretary of State (Jan-Mar 1909) before becoming U.S. Ambassador to France (1909-1912). Root was a co-founder of the Pilgrims Society, attorney to both Andrew Carnegie and J.P. Morgan, then became chairman of the Carnegie Foundation (1910) and founder of the Council on Foreign Relations (1921).

In 2010, the Carnegie-Tsinghua Center for Global Policy was established at Tsinghua University in Beijing, China. Tsinghua is an early member of the IBM Eclipse
Foundation that stole the social networking inventions of Columbus OH innovators Leader Technologies.

On Oct. 22, 2014, Mark Zuckerberg joined the Board of Tsinghua University School of Economics and Management.

Myron T. Herrick had been secretary, treasurer, then president of Society for Savings, Cleveland (1886-1894) (now KeyCorp, controlled by CIA-Vanguard); governor of Ohio (1904-1906); and was U.S. Ambassador to France (1912-1914, then again 1921-1929).

William G. Sharp was persecuting attorney of Lorain Ohio (greater Cleveland); manufacturer of charcoal, pig iron and chemicals; U.S. Representative (OH 14th, 1909-1914); U.S. Ambassador to France (1914-1919).

Reps. M. Alfred Michaelson (IL 7th, 1921-1931) and Oscar Callaway (TX 12th, 1911-1917) were great patriots who left us a time capsule in the Congressional record about British and American self-styled banker elitists who were conspiring to form a “new world order” corporate Imperialist Empire run out London.

99 years later, we can answer Rep. Michaelson’s question about the truth of Sir Gilbert Parker’s statements. He said that, if true, the information was proof of sedition by many prominent Americans to use British propaganda to “goad” Americans into supporting a war with Germany—a war that the French, until they were bribed, did not want either.

The British intelligence service GCHQ just last year released to AFI researches a complete, uncensored copy of the following report to the Imperial War Cabinet (all members of the Pilgrims Society formed in 1902) on Sep. 01, 1916:
See Archivist. (Sep. 01, 1916). Third Report on the [propaganda] work conducted for the Government at Wellington House, Signed in 1916 Sept, 124 pp + map, Cat. Ref. CAB 37/156/6. The National Archives. Missing pp. 8,11,13 and 14, in original have been restored by the National Archives.

Previous versions of this report had been available, but five pages of Sir Gilbert Parker’s report his propaganda focus against America had been removed. Those pages were just released in 2019.

The following compares what Rep. Michaelson asked Congress to investigate based on Sir Gilbert Parker’s Harper’s Magazine article (Mar. 1918) with Sir Gilbert Parker’s Top Secret report to the Imperial War Cabinet his propaganda attacks on America (Sep. 01, 1916).

PROOF (100 YEARS LATER) THAT REPS. MOORE, CALLAWAY AND MICHAELSON’S SUSPICIONS ABOUT J.P. MORGAN’S TREACHERY & SEDITION WERE JUSTIFIED

Sir Gilbert Parker. Harper’s Magazine, March 1918:

The following are people among many others with whom interviews or articles were arranged by Wellington House in conjunction with the Foreign Office News Department. Some of them like Mr. Balfour, Mr. Bonar Law, Sir Edward Carson, Mr. Lloyd George, Lord Derby, Mr. Austen Chamberlain, Earl Grey, Lord Newton, Sir Rider Haggard, Sir George Reid, and Mr. Runciman have been interviewed two or three times, and Lord Robert Cecil very many times.
Among other things, we supplied 300 newspapers in the smaller States of the United States with an English newspaper, which gives a weekly review and comment of the affairs of the war. We established connection with the man in the street through cinema pictures of the Army and Navy as well as through interviews, articles, pamphlets, etc., and by letters in reply to individual American critics, which were printed in the chief newspaper of the State in which they lived, and were copied in newspapers of other and neighboring States. We advised and stimulated many people to write articles; we utilized the friendly services and assistance of confidential friends; we had reports from important Americans constantly, and established association, by personal correspondence, with influential and eminent people of every profession in the United States, beginning with university and college presidents, professors, and scientific men and running through all the ranges of the population. We asked our friends and correspondents to arrange for speeches, debates, and lectures by American citizens.

* * * Besides an immense private correspondence with individuals, we had our documents and literature sent to great numbers of public libraries, Y. M. C. A. societies, universities, colleges, historical societies, clubs, and newspapers.

A great number of personal correspondents, like President Nicholas Murray Butler of Columbia, President John Grier Hibben of Princeton, Rev. Dr. William van Allen of Boston, Dr. John Lawson of the American Law Review, Dean Angel of Chicago University, Chancellor Buchtel of the University of Denver, Percy Morgan of San Francisco, Edmund Mitchell of Los Angeles, Professor Hobbs of Michigan University, Dean Howard-McClenahan of Princeton, and a large number of others, have opened up for us many avenues of work and influence.

* * * Besides an immense private correspondence with individuals, we had our documents and literature sent to great numbers of public libraries, Y. M. C. A. societies, universities, colleges, historical societies, clubs, and newspapers.

SIR GILBERT PARKER, BRITISH WAR PROPAGANDA BOARD, SECRET REPORT TO THE IMPERIAL WAR CABINET, TWO YEARS EARLIER, SEPTEMBER 01, 2016

people were Mr. Lloyd-George (the present prime minister), Viscount Grey, Mr. Balfour, Mr. Bonar Law, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Sir Edward Carson, Lord Robert Cecil, Mr. Walter Runciman (the lord chancellor), Mr. Austen Chamberlain, Lord Cromer, Will Crooks, Lord Curzon, Lord Gladstone, Lord Haldane, Mr. Henry James, Mr. John Redmond, Mr. Selfridge, Mr. Zangwill, Mrs. Humphrey Ward, and fully a hundred others.

the newspapers and public men generally of America. By all such means and without any appearance of Government propaganda, a very considerable amount of work has been done in assisting the people of America to form right judgment as to the causes of the war, the nature of incidents and frictions which have arisen from time to time, and the efforts being made by this country towards a successful conclusion.
Almost all the prominent writers of this country have been willing to help in this work. Amongst those who have either written directly for us or at our request, or have allowed us to circulate their work for propagandist purposes, I may perhaps express our special gratitude to Lord Bryce, Lord Cromer, Lord Revalstoke, Professor Gilbert Murray, Mr. H. A. L. Fisher, Mr. Ernest Barker, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Mr. Hume Williams, K.C., M.P., Professor J. H. Morgan, Mr. Archibald Hurd, Mr. J. M. Robertson, Mr. Arnold Bennett, Mr. H. G. Wells, Mr. John Buchan, Mr. Alfred Noyes, Mr. Rudyard Kipling, Mr. G. M. Trevelyan, Mr. H. W. Masingham, Mr. G. W. Prothero, Mr. Donald, M. Raemaekers, Mr. E. F. Davies, Mr. A. G. Gardiner, Mr. John Masefield, Mr. St. Loé Strachey, and many French, Belgian and American writers.


Another Association of greater eminence still is the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, which, with President Nicholas Murray Butler as its Chairman, has from the beginning of the War, distributed great quantities of non-controversial literature bearing directly and indirectly upon the War. It has distributed a very considerable number of our documents, and undoubtedly has had a powerful effect. All our literature is sent regularly to about:

- 11,000 individuals,
- 621 public libraries,
- 214 historical societies,
- 106 clubs,
- 555 newspapers,
- 833 Y.M.C.A. societies,
- 339 Universities and colleges,

One of our most striking successes in the United States has been the floating of our cinema pictures. Mr. Charles Urban, who superintended the production of the pictures of the Fleet, and with our Government Cinema Committee and the Trade Cinema Committee successfully arranged for their production at the Empire Theatre, London, at which the First Lord of the Admiralty, Mr. Balfour, made a remarkable and useful speech, took the films to America to place them there. His exhibition

NOTE: HON. JOSEPH H. CHOATE (SEE NEXT), WAS AMERICAN AMBASSADOR TO BRITAIN (1899-1905) AND A FOUNDING MEMBER OF THE PILGRIMS SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES (1903), THEN ITS PRESIDENT (1912-1917) (ID.); LORD
ROSEBERY

TOASTMASTER OF THE FIRST IMPERIAL PRESS CONFERENCE, 1909 (JUN. 5-28) IN LONDON AND CO-FOUNDER OF THE EMPIRE PRESS UNION

Mrs. Humphry Ward’s striking and admirable work “England’s Effort,” was arranged through Wellington House, and appeared first as letters to an American, in a newspaper syndicate of wide circulation in the United States, and later in book form with prefaces by Lord Rosebery and the Hon. Joseph Choate. Another incident for which Wellington House is responsible is the visit of James M. Beck, the famous author of “The Evidence in the Case,” to this country, where he has won fresh laurels for himself; and at the luncheon given him by the Pilgrims Society, where Lord Bryce presided, at a function arranged for him by the Lord Provost of Glasgow, and at one by the Lord Mayor of Manchester, he sustained his reputation as a very powerful advocate, friend of the Allies’ cause, and defender of the American position.

(8) To supply newspapers and public libraries, Universities and colleges, historical societies, Clubs and Y.M.C.A.’s with official and semi-official papers and pamphlets.

REP. MOORE (1917): J.P. MORGAN-CONTROLLED NEWSPAPERS WERE “STAMPEDING THE COUNTRY"
Rep. J. Hampton Moore (PA 3rd) (1906-1920): “We have had very little but rumors, but we have had headlines galore, all with a view of stampeding the House and stampeding the country into an act of war. [Applause.]”


The new evidence from Sir Gilbert Parker’s 1916 report shows that everything he said in the Harper’s Weekly article in Mar. 1918 was true, and more. His activity smothered American citizens with British-American Pilgrims Society propaganda designed to foment war with Germany.

Why? To remove the trade competition.

Editorial cartoons of the day suspected as much, here are several of literally 10’s of thousands dripping with sarcasm and disgust for what the Pilgrims Society was doing to American and world culture.
After the Callaway and Michaelson Congressional statements, the Pilgrims propagandists spewed venom at the men and their supports, acting like the accusations were preposterous.

Hindsight shows that these men were brave patriots who spoke the truth.

The lesson for us today in our current caustic media environment is that these “amalgamated” media forces, born from the First Imperial Press Conference, 1909, the resulting Empire Press Union, and the formation by British newspapermen of MI6, MI5 and GC&CS renamed GCHQ on 1946 are still driving the propaganda bus.
They are trying to overthrow America's duly-elected President Donald J. Trump.

**ONLY A TRULY FREE PRESS CAN COUNTER THIS HEGEMONY**

We call on President Trump to write the check to fund the First Revised Miller Act Notice by social networking inventor, Leader Technologies. This will set in motion the first true counterforces to this hegemony that the facts show was bought and paid for by J.P. Morgan, an agent of the Pilgrims Society, British Government and the Rothschild banks.

Here's a [one-page summary](#).
Betsy wants to know if this gives us grounds to

**SEIZE | CONFISCATE**

the hoard of silver that J.P. Morgan Chase has been stacking all the while rigging the silver market? Seems to me that this act of corporate treason, *which is now documented to go back decades of criminal activity by the bank*, would give the citizens grounds to seize the Chase silver hoard and send it over the the U. S. Treasury to put in our basket of assets that the new U.S. currency will be based upon. See our previous articles on silver:

- [Time to Get Your Silver Bullets as We Fedexit From the Banking Cabal](#)
- [Is New U.S. Currency Already in Our Money Supply?](#)

In the meantime, we continue to read about Chase's silver hoarding and metals spoofing:

**JP MORGAN ACCUMULATING WORLD’S LARGEST PHYSICAL SILVER HOARD**
Since early 2012, JP Morgan's stockpile has grown from less than 5 million ounces of physical silver to more than 55 million ounces of physical silver. Clearly, someone over at JP Morgan is convinced that physical silver is a great investment. But in recent times, the price of silver has actually fallen quite a bit.

JPMORGAN’S ROLE IN METALS SPOOFING IS UNDER U.S. CRIMINAL PROBE

JPMORGAN CHASE TRADER PLEADS GUILTY TO GOLD MANIPULATION, TURNS STATE’S EVIDENCE

This historical background information on J.P. Morgan Chase had me wondering if this is why Chase was dragging its feet on offering PPP loans to small businesses. Was this Rothschild organization deliberately attempting to HARM small businesses?

NEW LAWSUIT ACCUSES CHASE OF PRIORITIZING BIG CUSTOMERS WHEN GIVING STIMULUS LOANS

“Gold is money. Everything else is credit.”
- J.P. Morgan, 1912
fauxscienceslayer on June 26, 2020 at 11:36 am   Edit   Reply

“Rising Tide” by John M Barry

The 1927 Mississippi flood was the worst disaster in US history, killing over 10,000 and flooding over 27,000 square miles. Herbert Hoover was a 1895 Stanford graduate mining engineer who went immediately to work for Bewick, Moreing (Rio Tinto front?) in Australia Gold mines. Hoover directed Belgium Food Relief for Milners Kindergarten, secretly feeding Germany to prolong WW One.

★ Loading...

fauxscienceslayer on June 26, 2020 at 11:40 am   Edit   Reply

Hoover was Secretary of Commerce under Harding (poisoned over Tea Pot Dome) and then Coolidge. Hoover denied federal relief until all Southern owned banks, newspapers and railroads went bankrupt. Hoover then used federal funds, given to JP Morgan to buy assets for ten cents on the dollar for reconstruction.

(Sorry, my crappy Android limits blog comment length)

★ Loading...

fauxscienceslayer on June 26, 2020 at 11:49 am   Edit   Reply

Hoover seized all WW One records, sequestered at Stanford, Hoover Institute for review by only selected “scholars” for the deep state propaganda.

“The Great Inuenza” by John M Barry on the 1918 pandemic is 450 pages with 50 page bibliography, but misses a few cofactors, see

“Pandemics Are PERSONAL” and
“Remember the A La Mode Review”
when I was in high school, 1963, I did a report on how Hoover headed the commission to bail Soviet Union out of famine, due to their ineptness. Now looking back and reading Dr. Anthony Sutton, I know western banksters have supported USSR from the beginning. Lenin in London; Trotsky in NYC; Hitler. Banksters on all sides playing the Hegelian Game.

But then, where and when does Aim 4 Limited Truth ever disclose Zion? Also then read just WHO got America into WWI to bail out the inept Brits who lost to German might; and a defensible right as it was the Brits who started WWI to defeat the competition of the Germans. Read Alison Weir “Against Our Better Judgment” and see how Zionists brought US into WWI as part of their deal with the Balfour Agreement to create Zionist state.

Much as you do GREAT WORK on exposing City of London, I fear you are hypnotized by Zion and are therefore a limited hangout.

Prove me wrong. Zion is a cancer within the Vessel of Judaism. Your mysticism is clouded.

PROVE ME WRONG.

You won’t answer this. YOU have blocked every comment I make. YOU are selectively honest. Even if you block this, you will have read it. One day your God will ask... WHY did you cop out Douglas and Twyla??

Typical propaganda tactic. We could care less what the religion of the Rothschilds are. Evil is evil. And Zionists come as Muslim, Christian, and Jew.
going to a major Law School library to find the 1917 Congressional Quarterly, Hon. Rep. Oscar Calloway, Council on Foreign Relations. AIM, A+++++

**Anonymous** on June 26, 2020 at 11:18 pm  Edit  Reply

Hey Tyler, you must not read this blog regularly. These guys have laid out and discussed the Zionist agenda, including Sir Alfred Mond, Balfour, Chaim Weizmann, Sieff, Lord Rothschild, Lord Rosebery, heck, the whole of the Empire Press Union, David Sarnoff, J.P. Morgan, Henry de Worms, Pilgrims Society. British Zionism = new Corporate British Imperialism.

Liked by you

**Our Spirit** on June 27, 2020 at 9:17 pm  Edit  Reply

All roads lead to the Rothschilds. They hide their dirty business under the Queen's skirts.

Liked by you

**Our Spirit** on June 27, 2020 at 6:38 am  Edit  Reply

AIM Patriot Condor writes:

You mentioned 55 million ounces of silver by J.P. Morgan in today's audio….in actuality it has been repeatedly reported J.P. Morgan now has over one billion ounces of physical silver in 2020.

If you listen to the first minute of the link: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXkaqMgbNPA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXkaqMgbNPA) we learn the following:

In August of 2018, J.P. Morgan had broken the 800 million ounce threshold. Other articles (I have not tracked down but had listened to), in 2020 they now have secured over one billion ounces of physical silver. Each dollar rise in silver (per ounce) yields a billion dollars to J.P. Morgan's assets.

The Hunts' brothers garnered 100 million ounces of silver in 1980 before getting into trouble after the rules were changed and the rug pulled out from under them.

In the last two years, with six J.P. Morgan traders under indictment for criminal activities, J.P. Morgan could be prosecuted under Rico Act and be penalized three
times their ill-gained profits. The fine would be three billion ounces of silver owed to the U.S. government.

There have been rumors China bought out J.P. Morgan several years ago. I haven’t heard anything further in the last few months concerning ownership of J.P. Morgan.

Like

alias91376267 on June 27, 2020 at 5:02 pm   Edit   Reply

Their methods are simple and repetitious, with mere greed their sole motivation. When they want to murder somebody, they find an artist with a higher developed nervous system. They invested to build the WTCs, so they could watch it come tumbling down to humiliate the American riff raff. NOBODY guilty for this crime has yet to be arrested. The center of world finance stays in London or the British Empire is toast.

Like

tonydupont on June 27, 2020 at 3:35 pm   Edit   Reply

The Civil war I heard was really, to remove the printing presses that where becoming common place so that they narrative could be controlled.. the first moves were to go and destroy all the printing presses that where not under thee control, both north and south? I heard this before learning of the empire press union.

Thanks all for the nice show much appreciated.

Liked by you

Timothy on June 29, 2020 at 4:41 am   Edit   Reply

Will your next presentation talk how they got the House to stop adding members? Some day some one needs to bring this out. The first Amendment to the Constitution proposed to change the membership to 1 per 50,000 instead of 1 per 30,000 but not to 1 per 700,000+ that we have now. Look at thirty-thousand.org After the Civil War the people were much more involved in our government. Not anymore and we can only blame ourselves. Donald Trump will not be here forever unless that is your next move. I would not plan on him getting a third term even though he does deserve it but I doubt would want to create the conflict.

In 1881 after the Chicago Fire the Brits gave the money for a free library and the books to stock it. Wasn’t that nice of them. Only to be outdone by Carnegie who is also a Brit.
I hope to see some information on the House and look for the new Trump commercial it will bring a tear to your Patriot eyes.

Like

Timothy on June 29, 2020 at 5:04 am    Edit    Reply
It is getting sad to listen to everyone on alternative media blaming everyone else for the USA problems. Why not blame the Founding Fathers? I know, let’s tear down their statues. It is common knowledge how the Constitution was created by illegally nullifying the Articles Of Confederation but regardless we have the Constitution so read it.

We need solutions and not throwing everyone in prison. The Constitution does not allow secrecy in government except for very narrow and voted on subjects and of course once again it says 1 per 30,000. The First Amendment is still there to be ratified but you already know that. Get the rats out of DC. The last thing we need is a 51st state of Columbia.

Like
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